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I'm glad I have done-, said the President, but the truth is that I don't mind to be alone.   

-It is not fare.  

-Why? asked the President with sincerity. The biggest win of my life has been to achieve that they forget me.  

Gabriel García Márquez.  Buen viaje, señor presidente in Doce cuentos peregrinos (1992).  

 

Surgeons have always had a special respect by those who exercise a craft.  In some ways we feel 

them close colleagues. We can see many connections with the work of a surgeon in the order and 

precision of a Barber shaving a sleepy customer or the parsimonious mechanics of a seamstress 

leaning on the piece she works in. Once I could see the dexterity and concentration of Roberto, a 

skilful and intelligent locksmith, who was preparing to change the combination of a complex Italian 

lock that had led him. He generously allowed me to enter the cubicle where carried out their most 

demanding jobs. After observing his great expertise and serve as Surgeon Assistant at some steps, 

finally the mechanism it was due to the new security key accurately and fluently. Robert told me 

that only hiding in his cubicle could achieve the best results.  

In the same way, when the Canadian genius of Glenn Gould piano disappeared scenarios repeated 

one of his earlier hobbies: to hide. As a child, as well as other great geniuses such as Erick Satie, he 
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had discovered a huge enjoyment to become impalpable. Press then treated it as a new case of 

sickly voluntary confinement, often one of the ingredients of the great legends of the show. Gould 

did not disappear because an egocentric reason such as being missed.  Locked himself to work, 

again and again, in the music that passionate him: Scarlatti, Beethoven, Schoenberg, among 

others. But it is, specifically, with the work of Johann Sebastian Bach, where is the core of his work. 

Thanks to the close connection that managed, we could come to think that Bach wrote his pieces 

for harpsichord so Gould touched them someday. The iconic interpretation of the Goldberg 

Variations (BWV 988) in 1955, perfectly preserved by the Sony Classical collection or the Concerto 

No. 1 for piano and Orchestra in d minor (BWV1052) under the direction of Leonard Bernstein, 

recorded in 1957, are simply final. Mathematical precision on the keyboard, tempo and phrasing 

that appear to arise from a wheel's inertia with perpetual motion makes Gould's one of the 

greatest pianists in history.  

Now, what makes it move away from the stage? His reputation of eccentric has been one of the 

arguments that currently have managed. For some the real reason was a genuine act of protest, a 

sudden refusal to play before large audiences under the big concert format, which was 

incompatible with his idea to fully deliver their work to the public. In some ways it arises in a 

simple way that Gould was intended to be mainly with itself, hiding as when he was a child, 

keeping a more immediate contact with their audience and not in a room with two thousand 

seats.  Something definitely contrary to the interests of the emerging industry of show business. 

On this Juan Pablo Abalos writes in his article The hiding places of Glenn Gould, quoting one of the 

interviews offered by the pianist, the following:  

Gould poses to the public concert as a moribund institution, an anachronistic instance where the 

vanity of the performers - attitude to Gould characteristic of the public display and competition 

concert - could only distance to the auditor of the work and improperly interfere with the 

relationship that both set, as well as consider concert halls as spaces that allow fully the purposes 

of works composed in principle for small places from the Renaissance, Baroque repertoire and even 

from the classical period. Rather than a whim or convenience, for Gould, belief in the recording 

studio as the most authentic place for music production in all its possibilities was an ethical issue. 

In 1964, at 32 years of age and in the midst of its most prestigious stage, he would retire 

definitively from the big stage. From that date it would exclusively devoted to playing in recording 

studios. This stage is characterized by a fruitful musical production which has made it possible to 

preserve his legacy. In fact at some point, if someone from another planet found the Voyager 1, a 

probe in the space that it has nearly four decades traveling to the heart of the milky way, can 

enjoy among other gifts from our land, a copy of the Prelude and Fugue No. 1 in c major (BWV 

846) of book 2 of the well-tempered harpsichord by Bach, played by Glenn Gould.  

Gloria Solitaria a must-see article by Enrique Vilas-Matas published in 2005 in El País from Madrid, 

writes referring to Gould and other solitary geniuses, the following: personal genius that exist in 

every child is hidden by the pleasure of the very act of hiding, in the same way that the author of a 

true literary work written this work by the pure pleasure to write it and everything else - the 
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recognition glory, etc - seems to them immensely surface, accessory and over contrary to their own 

interests and the freedom of their personal elf. 

Gould was a genius also in becoming invisible to make music that played, and that did not belong 

to him, flowed freely and sublime from their hands to us. He opted to play in the monastic secrecy 

of a recording studio renouncing the pleasant applause, great virtuosos and Narcissists precious 

food.  As I said Abalos it, referring to an article that the same Gould wrote, which is titled Gould 

interviews Glenn Gould about Glenn Gould, exposed aloud of the fundamental problems that 

rejected - forever - the public concert: the intervention of the ego. This imaginary interview is a 

clever satire in which expresses to us the most important reason why gave up the glamorous 

world of the great concerts. At an early stage, despite his intense and erratic personality, he 

understood that it was the only way to master his brutal ego. In return, the score demanded him 

to became invisible, only the music that was recorded on acetate skin or on tape with absolute 

fidelity and splendor, the only thing, as the essential.  

*Servicio de Ginecología Oncológica Instituto de Oncología Luis Razetti y Clínica Santa Sofía, Caracas, Venezuela.  

Washington, August 30 2015.  
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